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Abstract: The paper defines and analyzes the morphosyntactic properties of first- 
conjunct agreement, which arises when an adjective or verb agrees with the high-
est/first conjunct of a coordinate noun phrase. This agreement pattern is derived by 
means of the syntactic operation Agree and a new postsyntactic mechanism which 
acts as a filter on Vocabulary Insertion within the framework of Distributed Mor-
phology. The proposed filter is called Vocabulary Item Feature Harmony, and roughly 
consists of (phi-)feature identity between Vocabulary Items. The biaspectual analysis, 
and especially feature harmony, is used to understand and account for gradable and 
variable acceptability of first-conjunct agreement, as well as the distribution of this 
agreement pattern in relation to another agreement pattern, namely, masculine plural 
agreement (with the coordinate phrase as a whole). The investigation is focused on 
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian first-conjunct agreement, but the findings could be extrap-
olated to similar cases in other languages. 

1. Introduction 

We use the term first-conjunct agreement (FCA) to refer to an agreement pat-
tern where an agreeing element is related syntactically and semantically to a 
coordination of two noun phrases but agrees, in the morphosyntactic sense, 
with the first (i.e., leftmost or highest) conjunct of the coordinate noun phrase. 
The Conjunction-phrase (ConjP) structure we adopt is shown in Diagram 1, 
and the agreement pattern is illustrated in examples (1a–b). Agreement with 
ConjP (in masculine plural) will be referred to as plural agreement (or PlA; 
cf. Corbett’s 1983 resolution-agreement rules). We follow Munn (1993, 1999), 
Marušič, Nevins, and Saksida (2007), Bošković (2009b), Benmamoun, Bhatia, 
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and Polinsky (2010), Marušič and Nevins (2010), Demonte and Pérez-Jiménes 
(2012), Linde-Usiekniewicz and Rutkowski (2007), Willim (2012), Marušič, 
Nevins, and Badecker (2015), among others, in adopting the view that coordi-
nate structures involved in FCA are X-bar structures headed by the Conj0 and, 
in which the first conjunct asymetrically c-commands the second. 

   ConjP (PlA)
   ru
   Conjunct 1 Conj’
   (FCA) ru
   Conj0  Conjunct 2

Diagram 1. Conjunction phrase ConjP

We call verbal FCA a case where a verb agrees with Conjunct 1 of a ConjP in 
Diagram 1, shown in (1a). By adjectival FCA we mean a configuration with an 
attributive adjective agreeing with Conjunct 1, and being “shared” (semanti-
cally and syntactically) by the two conjuncts; see Diagram 2 and example (1b) 
below. 

   ConjP
   wo
   AP ConjP (PlA)
   Probe ru
   Conjunct 1 Conj’
   (FCA) ru
   Conj0  Conjunct 2

Diagram 2. Adjectival FCA 

 (1) a. U šumi  živi  [lisica  i  vuk].
   in forest  live3SG.PRES [foxF.SG  and  wolfM.SG

   ‘The/a fox and wolf live in the forest.’
  b. bolesna  lisica  i  zec
   sickF.SG foxF.SG and  hareM.SG

   ‘the/a sick fox and hare’

FCA patterns, as well as similar partial agreement patterns, raise import-
ant theoretical issues and pose challenges for existing formal devices used 
in accounts of agreement phenomena. In this paper we address issues about 
the locality and scope of agreement operations, as well as the syntax-mor-
phology interface and the roles syntax and morphology play in deriving 
agreement patterns, primarily FCA. We are also concerned with accounting 
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for inter- and intraspeaker variation and the gradient acceptability of FCA in 
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (BCS). In our investigation of FCA in BCS, we rely 
upon judgments provided by native speakers about the acceptability of the 
structures illustrated in (1a) above and about the interpretation of the struc-
tures illustrated in (1b). We collected responses from 16 speakers about the 
acceptability of FCA with a postverbal ConjP subject composed of two sin-
gular nouns with different gender features. The responses showed that the 
pattern in (1a) is possible, along with plural agreement (masc. pl.). We also 
tested whether speakers accept the interpretation whereby a singular agree-
ing attributive adjective in structures parallel to (1b) is semantically shared 
by both nouns, i.e., scopes over both conjuncts (we call this reading the FCA 
interpretation). The responses collected from 24 native speakers indicate that 
this interpretation is available, but also that it is subject to much inter- and 
intraspeaker variation. The conjunct nouns in our tests were singular femi-
nine, neuter, or masculine (we avoided a masculine noun in the first conjunct 
whenever the agreement exponent on the adjective was syncretic between 
masc. sg. and masc. pl., as in koji miris ‘whichM.SG odorM.SG’ and koji mirisi  
‘whichM.PL odorsM.PL’); we did not mix animate with inanimate within a single 
ConjP, although we had pairs of both animate and inanimate nouns in our 
questionnaires.1

On the basis of the data gathered, we argue that an adjective or a verb 
preceding and agreeing with a ConjP composed of two singular nouns can 
appear in two agreement patterns: first-conjunct agreement or (masculine) 
plural agreement. We proceed in section 2 to provide arguments that support 
the structures in Diagram 1 and 2 and arguments against an ellipsis analysis 
of FCA in BCS. In section 3 we introduce data organized in sets (subsections) 
according to the distribution of FCA and PlA. In section 4 we first provide a 
quick survey of several existing accounts of FCA, all of which are incapable 
of accounting for the intricacies observed in the BCS data, and then propose 
a morphosyntactic account of FCA which derives both agreement patterns 
in syntax through the operation of Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001) and uses an 
additional mechanism operating as a postsyntactic filter on agreement expo-
nents (but not morphosyntactic feature bundles created by Agree). We call 
this mechanism Vocabulary Item Feature Harmony, which consists of identi-

1 We asked our informants to judge pairs of sentences like the following: U šumi živi 
lisica i vuk ‘In the forest lives a fox and a wolf’, U šumi žive lisica i vuk ‘In the forest 
live a fox and a wolf’. The second questionnaire (testing adjectival FCA) consisted of 
sentences with preverbal ConjP subjects (80%) and ConjP objects (20%); the responses 
show a general tendency for greater availability of the FCA interpretation in ConjP 
objects (i.e., informants hesitated with or rejected the FCA interpretation in subjects 
but accepted it more readily in object ConjPs). At this point, we cannot provide any 
information about speakers’ preferences in choosing either agreement pattern in pro-
duction, since we did not run any production tests.
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fying whether Vocabulary Items within a domain of morphological case are 
in (phi-)feature harmony or not. Section 5 tackles the difference in verbal and 
adjectival FCA patterns. We establish a correlation between morphological 
case and the different behavior of adjectives and verbs, but will leave a more 
complete account of this phenomenon for future research. 

2. Ellipsis Does Not Underlie FCA

In this section we examine BCS data which we argue support the structures 
in Diagrams 1 and 2, because an ellipsis account of FCA would fail to predict 
certain grammatical and ungrammatical agreement patterns, as well as cer-
tain interpretive properties of ConjPs. We begin by arguing that verbal FCA 
does not result from clausal ellipsis.2 Given the properties and behavior of 
collective predicates and expressions, i.e., their requirement for plural con-
trollers, we show that ConjPs involved in FCA structures behave as semantic 
plurals, which would be unexpected if they resulted from the conjunction 
of two clauses and the ellipsis of the relevant parts in one of the clauses.3 
The collective expression zajedno ‘together’ is illicit in clauses with singular 
subjects unless they are semantically plural, as shown by (2b) vs. (2c); the 
well-formedness of (2a) suggests that its ConjP subject is able to satisfy the 
semantic requirement of zajedno because it is a phrasal conjunction and se-
mantically plural. 

 (2) a. Negdje  u  šumi  zajedno živi  lisica  i  lav.4
    somewhere  in  forest  together live3SG.PRES  foxF.SG and  lionM.SG

    ‘Somewhere in the forest, live together the/a fox and lion.’
  b. *Negdje u šumi zajedno živi lisica i negdje u šumi zajedno živi 

lav.

2 This is actually independent of whether ConjP precedes or follows the verbal predi-
cate. However, in our examples we use VS order since only in this order can FCA arise 
when the subject ConjP is composed of singular nouns. As shown by Willer-Gold et 
al. (this volume), productive and acceptable agreement patterns occurring with con-
joined plural nouns range from PlA and FCA in both SV and VS orders, and last- 
conjunct agreement in SV orders.
3 Here we follow the argumentation used for other languages in Munn 1999, Marušič, 
Nevins, and Saksida 2007, Marušič and Nevins 2010, Demonte and Pérez-Jiménes 2012, 
Willim 2012, and Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker 2015.
4 The verb here can agree in plural as well (Negdje u šumi zajedno žive lisica i lav ‘Some-
where in the forest livePL together a fox and a lion’). The availability of PlA in verbal 
contexts is shown below in examples (10c–d), (15c), (16c), (17a–b), and (18a–b) and dis-
cussed in more detail in section 5.
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 (2) c. Jedan  nevjenčani par  živi  zajedno  pet godina.
   one  unmarried  coupleM.SG lives3SG.PRES together  five years
   ‘An unmarried couple has been living together for five years.’

It is worth noting that zajedno is a collective predicate whose requirement 
(one which must be met at LF) to have a plural controller can be satisfied with 
semantic plurality and not necessarily with syntactic plurality in BCS. As 
shown in (2c) the subject is a singular NP which is semantically plural and 
capable of licensing zajedno. Thus, the well-formedness of (2a) as well as the 
ill-formedness of (2b) implies that the former is not derived from the latter and 
consequently that FCA in (2a) is not the result of clausal ellipsis. In contrast, 
other collective predicates/expressions, such as the intransitive sresti se ‘meet’, 
require a controller which is both semantically and syntactically plural. In 
(3a) we show that the ConjP is able to satisfy the semantic plurality require-
ment of sresti se; however, in (3b), with the FCA pattern on the verb, the syn-
tactic plurality requirement of sresti se cannot be met. This behavior reveals 
an important fact about the FCA pattern: its origin must be syntactic and not 
postsyntactic. In other words, in order to understand the fact that FCA in (3b), 
based on ellipsis as in (3c), prevents the fulfilment of an LF requirement of 
the collective predicate sresti se, we have to postulate that FCA is established 
in narrow syntax by a mechanism that allows the verb to agree with the first 
conjunct. 

 (3) a. U autobusu su se sreli Marija  i njen šef. 
   in bus  aux3PL  recip metM.PL Maria  and  her boss
   ‘Maria and her boss met on the bus.’
  b. *U autobusu  se  srela  Marija  i  njen šef.
   *in bus  recip metF.SG  Maria  and  her boss
  c. *U autobusu  se  srela  Marija  i  u autobusu se
   *in bus  recip metF.SG Maria  and  in bus  recip 
   sreo  njen šef.
   metM.SG  her boss

We now turn to adjectival FCA. We argue that the two conjunctions in 
(4a–b) are not syntactically identical, although their interpretations are synon-
ymous. In other words, we claim that (4a) is not derived from (4b) by adjectival 
ellipsis. 

 (4) a. bolesna lisica  i  zec
   sickF.SG foxF.SG and  hareM.SG

   ‘the/a sick fox and hare’
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 (4) b.  bolesna  lisica  i  bolesni  zec
   sickF.SG  foxF.SG  and  sickM.SG hareM.SG

   ‘the/a sick fox and the/a sick hare’

Our first argument relies on the analysis of the syntactic and semantic 
properties of DP-internal conjunction proposed in Heycock and Zamparelli 
(2000, 2005; henceforth H&Z). H&Z offer a model which is able to derive 
two interpretations of nominal conjunction structures by positing that one 
and the same structure of DP underlies both interpretations. One of the in-
terpretations, termed the split reading, is illustrated in (4a) above, and ob-
tains trivially in (4b). The other interpretation, which H&Z name the joint 
reading, is illustrated in (5a) below, where the conjunction refers to a single 
person. The joint reading is not available in (4a) for pragmatic reasons: the 
two nouns cannot refer to a single animal (under normal circumstances). 
However, the joint reading ceases to be available in (5b) below where two 
complete DPs are conjoined, even though there are no pragmatic factors 
which would prevent the joint reference of the two nouns. In fact, H&Z ob-
serve that every time there is a repetition of an identical structure within DP- 
internal conjunction, the joint reading is lost (cf. My Italian friend and Italian 
colleague, H&Z 2005: 113). In (5c–d) we introduce BCS conjunction phrases par-
allel to the English ones in (5a–b). Note that the joint reading is lost in (5d) for 
similar reasons as for those in (5b). 

 (5) a.  My friend and colleague was late.  (H&Z 2000: 5)
  b.  a friend and a colleague  (split reading only)
  c.  jedan prijatelj i kolega  (joint reading possible)
   ‘one friend and colleague’
  d.  jedan prijatelj i jedan kolega  (split reading only) 
   ‘one friend and one colleague’

Consider now the coordinated noun phrases in (6):

 (6) a.  taj  grad  i  metropola 
   thatM.SG cityM.SG and  metropolisF.SG

  b.  njihova akcija i napad
   theirF.SG actionF.SG and  attackM.SG

  c.  svirepo ubistvo i zločin
   cruelN.SG murderN.SG and  crimeM.SG
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 All the conjunction phrases in (6) allow both joint and split readings;5 
all involve FCA on the pre-nominal adjective (demonstrative, possessive, de-
scriptive), and all involve two nouns with different gender values. These in-
terpretations could be viewed as resulting from structural ambiguity, with 
the joint readings and FCA (hypothetically) derived from structures like the 
one in Diagram 2 and the split readings resulting (hypothetically) from full 
NP conjunctions and ellipsis of the adjective in the second conjunct (as in taj 
grad i ta metropola, ‘that city and that metropolis’).6 However, this view raises 
questions immediately. For example, it implies that the structure in Diagram 
2 can produce only the joint reading. In our view, it would be highly stipula-
tive to claim that BCS is exceptional in this respect, given that in many other 
languages the same structure has been argued to underlie the split reading 
(see H&Z). Moreover, in order to account for cases where PlA replaces FCA in 
ConjPs with the split reading (the pattern shown in section 3.2, example (14)), 
only the structure in Diagram 2 (where the adjective is merged above ConjP 
and not inside the conjuncts) can account for the wide scope of the adjective 
and its plural agreement (with the whole ConjP). Such cases show that the 
split reading can thus be derived by the structure in Diagram 2. Given the 
initial hypothesis that Diagram 2 allows FCA to be interpreted as having the 
joint reading and the fact that it also allows the split reading, we would have 
to stipulate that the latter reading correlates only with PlA. In other words, we 
do not see what mechanism could prevent the split reading from co-occurring 
with the FCA pattern in Diagram 2. Therefore, on grounds of simplicity, we 
claim that the same structure underlies both readings independently of FCA 
or PlA patterns. 

In Begović and Aljović 2015 we point to an obvious problem for ellip-
sis-based accounts of FCA—predicting when ellipsis would be impossible. In 
fact, allowing ellipsis for certain cases makes it very difficult to disallow it 
when it arises under very similar conditions elsewhere. Thus, variably unac-
ceptable adjectival FCA cases are extremely difficult to account for in terms 
of the unavailability of ellipsis. In BCS, the unacceptability of adjectival FCA 
varies among speakers considerably. However, we isolated one variable con-
tributing to the ill-formedness of FCA: the difference in phi-features of the 
conjoined nouns. The greater the mismatch in phi-features between the con-

5 All allow singular and plural agreement on their predicate verbs (e.g., To svirepo 
ubistvo i zločin nikad nije bio kažnjen/nisu bili kažnjeni ‘The cruel murder and crime has 
never been punishedM.SG/have never been punishedM.PL’). In the case of singular 
agreement, ConjP has the joint reading and counts as singular, not plural, and the co-
ordination is located low inside DP/NP, which allows the calculation of (singular) for 
the whole ConjP. See H&Z for more details about the calculation of singular for DPs 
containing internal conjunctions.
6 This idea was suggested to us by an anonymous reviewer.
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juncts, the less available FCA becomes. For some speakers the mismatch in 
gender already creates marginally acceptable FCA. Those speakers accept 
FCA with interrogatives or universal quantifiers more readily than with de-
monstrative or regular adjectives (cf. 7a–b), although they accept FCA if the 
two nouns are of the same gender, as in (7e). If (7a) and (7e) were created 
through ConjP-internal ellipsis, the question of what prevents ellipsis from 
creating (7b–d) would be difficult to answer in a principled way. The fact is 
that number identity is not necessary for licensing other elliptical processes 
within NPs in BCS,7 and we do not see how the properties of number (or gen-
der) of the conjoined nouns could sometimes allow and sometimes disallow 
ellipsis; nor are we aware of any account correlating ellipsis with features of 
elided elements in this way (cf. Lobeck 1995, Merchant 2001). Thus, the vari-
able acceptability of FCA in (7) argues against an account based on ellipsis. 

 (7) a.  koja  soba  i hotel
   whichF.SG roomF.SG and  hotelM.SG

  b.  %ova soba  i  hotel (mildly degraded only
   %thisF.SG roomF.SG and  hotelM.SG for some informants)
  c.  (%)*stara  kuća  i  mostovi  (for most informants
   (%)*oldF.SG houseF.SG and  bridgesM.PL unacceptable)
  d.  (%)*izgladnjela  djeca  i  starac
   (%)*starvedN.PL childrenN.PL and  old-manM.SG 

 (for most informants unacceptable)
  e.  ovaj  hotel  i  most 
   thisM.SG hotelM.SG and  bridgeM.SG

The data involving adjectival FCA in this paper are marked as unaccept-
able (*) whenever the relevant FCA interpretation, i.e., adjective sharing by the 
conjoined nouns, is absent. This means that the examples marked with (*) in 
(7) are in fact acceptable, albeit with a different and irrelevant interpretation—
the one in which the adjective in fact does not scope over both conjuncts. Re-

7 An anonymous reviewer points out that the view of number/gender features play-
ing a role in (dis)allowing ellipsis is not entirely impossible and provides the following 
contrast in English: John said that I e and Mary said that she was the best. vs. *John said 
that I e and Mary said that she is the best. We are not aware of any cases of ellipsis in 
BCS prevented by number (or gender) mismatches; more precisely, NP ellipsis obtains 
even under number mismatch, as shown in (i), where e can be interpreted only as the 
singular konj ‘horse’:
 (i) Jovanovi konji  i  Petrov  e
  JohnPOSS.M.PL  horses  and  PeterPOSS.M.SG 
  ‘John’s horses and Peter’s horse’
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turning now to the interspeaker variation illustrated in (7), we suppose that 
the resistance of some speakers to having the adjective-sharing interpretation 
in examples such as (7b) could be partially explained by their resistance to 
using the structure in Diagram 2 above.8 This view seems to be supported by 
the fact that these speakers generally accept the adjective-sharing interpreta-
tion with scope-taking adjectives, which we assume appear higher than other 
adjectival elements even in simple noun phrases (interrogatives and quan-
tifiers such as koji ‘which/what’ and svaki ‘every’).9 However, this could not 
be a complete account of the variation in question since even those speakers 
who do not readily accept FCA and adjective sharing in (7b) judge it as being 
significantly better in (7e). In section 4.2 below we propose a morphological 
mechanism with which the contrasts between (7e, b) and (7c, d) can be accom-
modated. 

Finally, the contrast between the correlative conjunction i… i ‘both… and’ 
and the simple conjunction i ‘and’ illustrated in (8) reveals another important 
problem for an ellipsis approach to FCA. As we see in (8a–b), only the simple 
conjunction allows the adjective to scope over both conjuncts. 

 (8) a.  i  uplašena  lisica  i  zec 
   and  frightenedF.SG foxF.SG and  hareM.SG

   ‘both the frightened fox and the hare’ (no FCA interpretation)
  b.  uplašena lisica i zec 
   ‘the/a frightened fox and hare’ (FCA interpretation available)

Let’s suppose for a moment that (8b) is the result of ellipsis, as shown in 
(9b), and that the FCA interpretation is due to the presence of a silent adjective 
in the second conjunct. Parallel structures without adjectival ellipsis would 
be well formed (we illustrate this only for the correlative structure in (9c)). 
Given the well-formedness of nonelliptical structures such as (9c), we would 
expect ellipsis of the second adjective in (9a–b) to be possible and for both 

8 See Willim 2012: 245, fn. 13 for a similar view regarding the interpretative properties 
of parallel structures in Polish.
9 In connection with this, we note a similar variation observed by H&Z (2005) in lan-
guages that do not generally allow adjective sharing structures (i.e., the split interpre-
tation in H&Z’s terminology) with singular conjuncts: the French or Italian equivalent 
of English this boy and girl is unacceptable. Even in these languages, some speakers 
seem to accept adjective sharing with singular conjuncts when the conjunction is pre-
ceded by interrogatives or quantifiers: … qualsiasi genitore e insegnante ‘any parent and 
teacher’ (H&Z 2005: 28c). At this point we do not know whether the availability of FCA 
improves in plural for BCS speakers who reject (7b) as it does in languages like Italian 
and French, e.g., Ces marins et soldats sont souvent ensembles ‘These sailors and soldiers 
are often together’ (H&Z 2005: 11).
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structures to have the adjective-sharing interpretation. However, as shown 
in (8a) above, the correlative structure lacks this interpretation. In short, an 
ellipsis account of FCA would have to allow ellipsis in (9b) and disallow it in 
(9a), which in our view cannot be done without ad hoc solutions. We admit 
that we still do not understand why the correlative i is not compatible with the 
structure in (9d) (based on Diagram 2), which could derive the adjective-shar-
ing interpretation. However, what is of relevance here is the nonexistence of 
the elliptical structure in (9a), as signalled by the interpretation of (8a), which 
is unexpected given the well-formedness of (9c). 

 (9) a. *i uplašena lisica i uplašeni zec  (cf. (8a), correlative conjunction)
  b. uplašena lisica i uplašeni zec (cf. (8b), simple conjunction)
  c.  [i [ConjP [uplašena  lisica]  i  [uplašeni  zec]]]
    [and  [frightenedF.SG foxF.SG and  [frightenedM.SG hareM.SG

   ‘both the frightened fox and the frightened hare’
  d.  *[i [ uplašena [ConjP lisica i zec]]]

In conclusion, we continue to maintain that there is a single structure of 
ConjP capable of triggering first-conjunct agreement on a preceding verb and 
a preceding attributive adjective. FCA does not result from ellipsis but arises 
through grammatical (syntactic) mechanisms that target the first conjunct of 
ConjP as a source for agreement features. In the remainder of this paper we 
discuss the nature of these grammatical mechanisms.

3. FCA Puzzles

On the basis of the rather extensive literature on partial agreement pheno-
mena,10 we make three descriptive cross-linguistic generalizations about 
agreement with the highest conjunct of a ConjP as recorded for a number of 
languages.

 (i) There is cross-linguistic variation with respect to the possibility of 
having a DP/NP-internal FCA in the context of singular conjuncts. Lan-
guages fall into two groups depending on whether they allow coordi-

10 See Munn 1999 and the references therein for Arabic dialects (in Standard and 
Saudi Arabic, where FCA occurs on verbs agreeing with post-verbal subjects, Munn 
observes that FCA cannot be freely replaced by PlA.); H&Z 2000 for English, Italian, 
French; Marušič, Nevins, and Saksida 2007, Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker 2015 for 
Slovenian; Willer-Gold et al. this volume for Slovenian and BCS; Bošković 2009b, Be-
gović and Aljović 2015 for BCS; Kazana 2011 for Greek; Demonte and Pérez-Jiménez 
2012 for Spanish; Linde-Usiekniewicz and Rutkowski 2007, Willim 2012 for Polish.
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nation under a common determiner/adjective of singular nouns and 
agreement of the scoping determiner/adjective with the first conjunct. 
Languages like Italian and French do not allow such structures, while 
languages like English and Dutch do (cf. H&Z 2000).

 (ii)  FCA has different distributional properties in various languages, and 
languages vary in the way they restrict DP/NP internal FCA. For ex-
ample FCA in Dutch seems to be dependent on the choice of the deter-
miner: it is acceptable with definites and demonstratives but marginal 
with indefinites (see H&Z 2000: 343, fn. 2). Other languages impose se-
mantic restrictions on FCA (nouns in so-called accidental coordination 
allow FCA, while PlA appears with conjoined nouns that form natu-
ral coordination, i.e., denote a conceptual unit, as in husband and wife; 
see Dalrymple and Nikolaeva 2006 for Finnish, Willim 2012 for Polish). 
Still other languages impose further morphosyntactic conditions on 
FCA: in French and Italian only plural conjuncts allow FCA.

 (iii)  In general, the two agreement patterns, FCA and PlA, show different 
distributional properties depending on the contexts (verbal vs. DP/
NP-internal) in which they occur. When a verb agrees with a post-ver-
bal subject, very often the two patterns are in free variation. In the 
nominal domain, however, the two patterns are most often in comple-
mentary distribution, or PlA seems generally unavailable. 

In BCS, FCA and PlA show some of the properties observed in other lan-
guages: BCS belongs to the group of languages which allow DP/NP-internal 
(or adjectival) FCA both with singular and plural conjuncts; verbal FCA arises 
in VS order and is in free variation with PlA; adjectival FCA and PlA are in 
complementary distribution in the sense that when one pattern is acceptable, 
the other is not. We will focus on some properties of FCA in BCS which have 
not been previously discussed for other languages, namely (i) FCA may be-
come ungrammatical without the possiblity of a rescue strategy; (ii) ungram-
matical FCA is in fact a case of ineffability; and (iii) morphological syncretism 
can save such ineffability (syntactic inputs without valid morphological out-
puts; Pesetsky 1997). These generalizations support the analysis we develop 
in section 4. 

3.1. Distribution of FCA and PlA 

The central puzzle of agreement with singular-conjunct phrases is that it can 
show two patterns (across languages, speakers, and constructions). In BCS, 
the FCA pattern occurs obligatorily on prenominal adjectives within ConjP, as 
shown by the contrast in (10a–b). The examples in (10c–d) show that FCA and 
PlA are in free variation when occurring on a verb in the VS order, while FCA 
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is not a grammatical option when the subject ConjP is preverbal. PlA becomes 
obligatory even with prenominal adjectives if required by a collective expres-
sion inside AP, as shown by the contrast in (10e–f). The conjunction phrases 
are given in brackets for clarity. 

 (10) a.  Koja  [djevojka  i  mladić]  dolaze?  FCA
   whichF.SG [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG come3PRES.PL 
   ‘Which boy and girl are coming?’
  b.  *Koji  [djevojka  i  mladić] … *PlA
   *whichM.PL [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG

  c.  U šumi žive/ živi  [lisica  i  vuk].
   in forest  live3PRES.PL/ lives3PRES.SG  [foxF.SG and  wolfM.SG 

 PlA/FCA
  d.  [Lisica i vuk]  žive/ *živi  u šumi. 
   [foxF.SG and wolfM.SG live3PRES.PL/ lives3PRES.SG in forest
    ‘The/a fox and wolf live in the forest.’ PlA/*FCA
  e. jedno drugim  očarani  [princeza i  vitez] PlA
   each-otherINST  enchantedM.PL [princessF.SG and knightM.SG

   ‘the princess and knight enchanted with each other’
  f. *jedno drugim očarana  [princeza  i  vitez] *FCA
   *each-otherINST enchantedF.SG [princessF.SG and  knightM.SG

Focusing on the distributional properties of the two agreement patterns 
and on their (un)acceptability, we classify the data that support our analysis 
into four sets: 

Set I: PFCA, *PlA 
Set II: *FCA, PPlA 
Set III: both patterns are ill-formed
Set IV: verbal vs. adjectival FCA/PlA 

3.2. Set I: PFCA, *PlA 

Set I introduces adjectival FCA and PlA when in complementary distribution. 
The set is divided into three subsets: Ia, Ib, and Ic. In subset Ia, ConjP contains 
two singular nouns of different gender values (here fem. and masc., (11a–d)). 
The prenominal element in (11a–b) is an interrogative adjective, and its FCA 
agreement has been judged acceptable by all our informants. The acceptabil-
ity of (11c) with a descriptive adjective is degraded for some speakers (marked 
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with %). Note that PlA would be unacceptable even for so-called natural pairs 
here, as shown in (11c).11

Set Ia
 (11) a.  Koja  [djevojka  i  mladić] … FCA
   whichF.SG [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG

  b.  *Koji  [djevojka  i  mladić] … *PlA
   *whichM.PL [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG

  c. %lijepa/ *lijepi  [djevojka i  mladić] %FCA/*PlA
   %niceF.SG/ *niceM.PL [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG 
  d. *koji žena  i  muž  *PlA
   *whichM.PL wifeF.SG and  husbandM.SG

In set Ib, ConjP has no gender mismatches: both nouns in (12) are fem-
inine, so FCA is the only grammatical option. In set Ic, ConjP contains two 
nouns with different gender and number values, with a syncretic agree-
ment exponent on the adjective in (13a). Again, FCA is the only grammatical  
pattern. 

Set Ib
 (12) a. stara  [kuća  i  štala] FCA
   oldF.SG [houseF.SG and  barnF.SG

   ‘the/an old house and barn’
  b. *stare [kuća  i  štala] *PlA
   *oldF.PL [houseF.SG and  barnF.SG

Set Ic
 (13) a. kineska  [vaza  i  klatna] FCA
   ChineseF.SG/N.PL [vaseF.SG and  pendulumsN.PL

   ‘Chinese vase and pendulums’
  b. *kineski  vaza  i  klatna *PlA
   *ChineseM.PL vaseF.SG and  pendulumsN.PL

11 Some such natural pairs can be modified by a plural adjective, but these cases are 
not productive and their occurrence and use vary among speakers, e.g., moji/moja 
mama i tata (myM.PL/myF.SG momF.SG and dadM.SG). Interestingly, FCA is always avail-
able, PlA being only an alternative. This contrasts with the situation in Finnish where 
natural pairs induce plural agreement of the preceding adjective. See Dalrymple and 
Nikolaeva 2006 on natural and accidental coordination and agreement patterns in 
Finnish and three other languages.
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3.3. Set II: *FCA, PPlA 

As can be seen in (14) below, when the adjective phrase contains a collective 
expression which requires licensing from a syntactic and semantic plural ex-
pression, the only grammatical pattern is PlA. The distribution of adjectival 
FCA and PlA in the Set I and Set II data shows that whenever one pattern is 
acceptable, the other is not. 

 (14) a.  jedno drugim  očarani  [princeza  i  vitez] PlA
   each-otherINST enchantedM.PL [princessF.SG and  knightM.SG

  b.  *jedno drugim očarana [princeza i  vitez] *FCA
   *each-otherINST enchantedF.SG [princessF.SG and  knightM.SG

   ‘the princess and knight enchanted with each other’
  c. međusobno  zavađeni  [dekanesa i
   with-each-other  quarrellingM.PL [deanF.SG and 
   professor] PlA
   professorM.SG

   ‘the dean and professor in conflict with each other’
  d. *međusobno  zavađena  [dekanesa i
   *with-each-other  quarrellingF.SG [deanF.SG and
   professor] *FCA
   professorM.SG

3.4. Set III: *FCA, *PlA

The data in (15a–c) below show that in some configurations neither pattern of 
adjectival agreement is grammatical. The behavior of PlA in (15b) is not sur-
prising given its behavior in Sets I and II above (it requires independent mo-
tivation). Our primary concern is to understand why FCA fails and why PlA 
cannot “rescue” it in (15a–b). It is worth noting that ConjPs in Set III contain 
combinations of nouns with both gender and number mismatches. 

 (15) a. *Velika/ *veliki  [torba i  koferi] nisu
   *bigF.SG/ *bigM.PL  [bagsF.SG and  suitcasesM.PL neg-aux3PL

   bili prodati. *FCA/*PlA
   beenM.PL soldM.PL

   ‘A/The big bag and *(the) suitcases were not sold.’ 
  b. *Vesela/ *veseli [balerina  i  poštari]
   *joyfulF.SG/ *joyfulM.PL [ballerinaF.SG and postmenM.PL
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   nisu  bili  pozvani. *FCA/*PlA 
   neg-aux3PL beenM.PL invitedM.PL

   ‘The joyful ballerina and *(the) postmen were not invited.’

3.5. Set IV: Verbal/Adjectival FCA Contrast

Finally, in Set IV we contrast adjectival and verbal FCA/PlA. As observed 
earlier for Sets I–III, when one agreement pattern on attributive adjectives is 
grammatical, the other is not, as shown in (16a–b). However, on verbs the two 
patterns are in free variation, as shown in (16c).12

 (16) a. Koja  [djevojka  i  mladić] dolaze? FCA (=10a)
   whichF.SG [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG are-coming 
  b. *Koji [djevojka  i  mladić]  dolaze? *PlA (=10b)
   *whichM.PL [girlF.SG and  boyM.SG are-coming
  c. U šumi  žive/ živi [lisica i vuk].
   in forest  live3PRES.PL/ lives3PRES.SG [foxF.SG and wolfM.SG

   ‘In the forest live/lives the/a fox and wolf.’ PlA/FCA (=10c)

Furthermore, the same factor which degrades the acceptability of adjec-
tival FCA in (15a–b) above, i.e., a number mismatch between the conjuncts, 
degrades verbal FCA too, as shown by the contrast in (17a–b). 

 (17) a. *Kroz rupu  je prošao  jazavac  i  mačke. 
   *through hole  aux3SG passedM.SG badgerM.SG and  catsF.PL

   ‘Through the hole passed a badger and some cats.’ *FCA
  b. Kroz rupu su prošli jazavac i mačke.  
   through hole  aux3PL passedM.PL badgerM.SG and  catsF.PL

   ‘Through the hole passed a badger and some cats.’ PlA

The data in Sets I, II, III, and IV support the following generalizations: (i) 
both agreement patterns are grammatical in BCS, which has (morphosyntac-
tic) mechanisms for producing both patterns; (ii) in the context of number mis-
matches no agreement pattern yields an acceptable structure on attributive 

12 We idealize the picture of verbal FCA/PlA somewhat, since we would like to un-
derstand the origin of the contrast shown in (16a–b) vs. (16c); in fact, there seems to 
be variation across speakers, with some having the two patterns in free variation and 
others in complementary distribution; the latter would thus prefer FCA in (16c) as 
well. See also fn. 13.
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adjectives: there is no output for the input, i.e., the structure is ineffable; (iii) 
the two agreement patterns are in free variation only with verbs.13

4. Analysis

The discussion above has shown that FCA and PlA can arise in the conjunc-
tion configurations represented in Diagrams 3a–b. The key constituents of 
ConjP are the two conjuncts, which stand in a hierarchical relation with NP1 
asymmetrically c-commanding NP2.14 We assume that an agreeing attributive 
adjective or verb c-commands ConjP from the position marked Probe. Our 
account is independent of the exact analysis of adjective placement within a 
noun phrase (adjunction per Bošković 2009a, or specifiers of functional pro-
jections per Cinque 2010). 

   ConjP qp
   wo V qp
  AP ConjP GOAL 1 Probe ConjP GOAL 1
  Probe ru ru
   NP1 Conj’ NP1 Conj’
   GOAL 2 ru GOAL 2 ru
   Conj  NP2 Conj  NP2

 Diagram 3a. Adjectival Probe Diagram 3b. Verbal Probe

Before proceeding, we briefly summarize agreement properties with con-
junction phrases in BCS. In this language adjectives agree in number (sg., pl.), 
gender (fem., masc., neut.) and case, finite verbs agree in person and number, 
and participles (used in complex active and passive tenses) behave like adjec-
tives and agree in number and gender. Mixed-person-and-number conjunc-
tions have conflicting agreement requirements, whereby agreement obeys 
Corbett’s (1983) resolution rules: if one of the conjuncts is first person, first-per-

13 We have not closely examined all aspects of verbal FCA, but we have observed vari-
ation among speakers and their use of verbal FCA/PlA, i.e., in (16) we observed that 
two of our informants have the two patterns in complementary distribution, just like 
with attributive adjectives. This variation requires further investigation.
14 The hierarchical relation of the conjuncts is easily shown by the fact that a variable 
in the second conjunct can be bound by a quantifier in the first conjunct, as in (i). See, 
however, Progovac 1999 for an opposing view on c-command between the conjuncts 
in a ConjP.
 (i) Svaka majka  i  njena  beba  su  vakcinisane. 
  every motherF.SG and  herF.SG  babyF.SG aux3PL vaccinatedF.PL
  ‘Every mother and her baby have been vaccinated.’
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son agreement must be used; if one of the conjuncts is second person, sec-
ond-person agreement must be used. The rule for second-person agreement 
applies only if the first-person agreement rule is not applicable. Elsewhere, 
third-person agreement is used. As for number resolution, the application of 
Corbett’s rule to BCS is simple: ConjP triggers plural agreement. However, as 
observed by Corbett and as witnessed by FCA patterns highlighted in this pa-
per as well as by FCA in other languages, under certain circumstances num-
ber resolution rules can be disobeyed.15 BCS distinguishes three genders in 
singular as well as in plural, and when gender mismatches occur they call 
for resolution agreement in masculine. Gender resolution rules can also be 
disobeyed, as shown by the FCA data in this paper. 

The data above show that ConjPs are semantically plural. We follow the 
proposal by Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker (2015) according to which the con-
junction head i ‘and’, Conj0, calculates its number deterministically on the ba-
sis of the number values of its two arguments (conjuncts). This is a formaliza-
tion of Corbett’s number resolution rules. Conj0 then projects its feature values 
to ConjP, the number feature of which is valued as [plural] in this way. As 
suggested by the participial agreement in (18) below (feminine plural), Conj0 
can compute a gender value if there is no conflict in gender between the two 
conjuncts (here fem. sg.). In contrast, when the two conjuncts have mismatch-
ing gender features, there will be a conflict which we believe can be resolved 
in two ways: in syntax, by allowing Conj0 to resolve the conflict per Corbett 
by calculating [masculine], or in the post-syntactic component, which implies 
that Conj0 is not able to do the gender calculation in conflict configurations 
and that the value for gender on ConjP is left unspecified. When the bundle 
[plural, no-value-for-gender] arrives in Morphology (PF), rules for Vocabulary 
Insertion can take care of it by selecting the most specified item for such a 
feature bundle, i.e., the one that best fits the feature specification produced in 
syntax. In this case it will be a plural-masculine exponent, since masculine is 
the unmarked gender value (see Halle’s [2007] Subset Principle for Vocabulary 
Insertion). We are not committing ourselves to one or the other solution, since 
nothing in the present analysis hinges on the morphological scenario rather 
than the syntactic one. 

 (18) Majka  i  njena beba  su  vakcinisane.
  motherF.SG and  herF.SG babyF.SG aux3PL vaccinatedF.PL

  ‘The mother and her baby have been vaccinated.’

15 We abstract away from numeral agreement, which can also disobey number reso-
lution rules. See Marušič and Nevins 2010 for an account of agreement with conjoined 
numeral phrases in Slovenian.
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We turn now to several accounts of FCA that illustrate approaches which 
place the greatest (if not all the) burden of deriving FCA on syntactic mech-
anisms. Thus, Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker (2015) and Bošković (2009b) 
focus on deriving verbal agreement with the closest conjunct in plural en-
vironments.16 The mechanisms that these authors use include standard as-
sumptions about Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001), adjusted so as to allow a second 
search for a matching Goal when the Probe cannot value all its (uninterpreta-
ble/unvalued) features. A verb with unvalued [number, gender] probes for a 
matching Goal in Diagram 3b above. It finds ConjP (in its c-command domain) 
with the value [plural], but this Goal has no value for gender. A second search 
is triggered for the unvalued gender of the verb to be able to find a valued gen-
der. The second Probe finds another Goal, namely, NP1 in Diagram 3, which 
of course has a gender value. This is how FCA is derived in (19).17

 (19)  Jučer su  vakcinisane  majke  i  djeca.
  yesterday  aux3PL vaccinatedF.PL mothersF.PL and  childrenN.PL

  ‘Yesterday the mothers and children were vaccinated.’

With singular conjuncts, however, the picture becomes radically different 
(a point recognized by Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker [2015]) since the agree-
ing verb (or adjective) does not show split agreement of this kind, but agrees 
with the first conjunct or with ConjP. These models are thus unable to produce 
singular FCA and have no way of explaining why the plural adjective in (12b), 
repeated in (20a), is unacceptable, while the plural verb is acceptable in (20b). 
We propose that both the adjective and the verb agree with the first conjunct 
in both number and gender (we assume no splitting/second Probe), and that 
an additional postsyntactic condition rules out otherwise grammatical plural 
adjectival agreement in (20a), while the same condition does not act on the 
participle in (20b). 

 (20) a. *stare [kuća i štala] *PlA (=12b)
   *oldF.PL [houseF.SG and  barnF.SG

  b. Jučer  su  izgorile  kuća  i  štala. PlA
   yesterday  aux3PL burntF.PL houseF.SG and barnF.SG

   ‘The/a house and barn burned down yesterday.’

16 Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker (2015) treat FCA and LCA in SV and VS orders in 
Slovenian, while Bošković (2009b) treats FCA in VS order in BCS.
17 Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker (2015) employ a split second Probe (with only one 
feature probing the second time). They also allow for an optional grammar according 
to which the Probe can stop and not launch a second search, thus getting the default 
masculine from ConjP.
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We will mention briefly three more accounts based on the relation of Agree 
and one based on the preminimalist notion of government. Munn (1999) cor-
relates FCA with the configuration of government and implicitly predicts that 
agreement under government will produce FCA if the target is a ConjP. As 
we have seen, BCS allows plural agreement as well as FCA with verbs in VS 
orders. Also, not all of the morphological aspects of FCA that we observed in 
BCS would be accounted for if only a syntactic mechanism were responsible 
for this pattern. Demonte and Pérez-Jiménez (2012) also rely exclusively on 
syntax to account for the distribution of FCA in Spanish (they discuss adjec-
tival FCA). They use the main assumptions of the Agree relation as proposed 
by Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) and a modified model of phi-features that dis-
tinguishes index and concord phi-features on syntactic nodes and categories. 
They derive FCA in the following way: adjectives have concord phi-features, 
nouns have both index and concord phi-features, while ConjP has only index 
phi-features. FCA on adjectives in Spanish is obligatory because an adjective 
will find a Goal with matching concord features, and this Goal cannot be 
ConjP in Diagram 3a since this category is assumed not to have concord fea-
tures. The adjective will search until it finds NP1 in Diagram 3a and will agree 
with it. Without going into further details of their analysis, we point out the 
problems this approach would face when accounting for BCS FCA: since ad-
jectives have only concord features (presumably also in BCS; see Wechsler and 
Zlatić 2003), they are predictably unable to agree with ConjP. We showed that 
BCS adjectives can agree with ConjP (the PlA pattern). Willim’s (2012) mini-
malist analysis in terms of the Agree relation for both adjectival and verbal 
FCA assumes there are two types of the conjunction i ‘and’ in Polish, one with 
inherent plural feature inherited by ConjP which appears in natural coordi-
nation, the other without feature values which appears in accidental coordi-
nation. The latter conjunction needs an outside trigger to compute its number 
features. Willim exploits the difference between adjectives and verbs, namely, 
the fact that only the latter have the person feature, in order to trigger the 
computation of a plural number on the “accidental” conjunction. Only verbs 
are able to do this, since adjectives have no person feature. This model pre-
dicts that adjectives will always agree with the first conjunct, since ConjP will 
never have any features and cannot count as a matching Goal for the probing 
adjective. In this model, PlA agreement of adjectives, recorded in accidental 
coordination in BCS, is not pre dicted.18 Finally, the last two models predict 

18 Besides, agreement with natural-coordination ConjPs in BCS does not motivate the 
postulation of two different i conjunctions, since even such ConjPs have FCA patterns, 
as shown in (ia–b):
 (i) a.  Njemu  teče/ teku med  i  mlijeko. 
   for-him  flowsSG/ flowsPL honeyM.SG and  milkN.SG
   ‘He’s living a life of milk and honey.’
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FCA to be acceptable in (15a–c) above, contrary to fact. In the following section 
we develop an account based on the relation of Agree and the possibility for a 
Probe to select among two equally available Goals.

Building on the analyses of agreement with conjunction phrases in Munn 
1999, Marušič, Nevins, and Saksida 2007, Bošković 2009b, Demonte and Pérez-
Jiménez 2012, Willim 2012, and Marušič, Nevins, and Badecker 2015, we argue 
on the basis of BCS data that a syntactic mechanism alone cannot explain all 
the distributional properties of FCA and PlA in BCS. We base our argument 
on the following two facts about FCA in BCS: (i) FCA and PlA exist in parallel 
(with the distributional properties summarized in section 3.5 above); and (ii) 
FCA failure looks like a case of ineffability, which can be saved by morpholog-
ical syncretism. Therefore, the syntax must be allowed to produce both FCA 
and PlA in the configuration of Diagrams 3a–b, while an additional postsyn-
tactic (morphological) condition governs FCA.

4.1. Goal 1, Goal 2, or Both?

Our account relies on standard assumptions about the minimalist relation 
of Agree as defined in Chomsky 2000, 2001. We chose the Agree model after 
considering the two fundamental issues regarding FCA and PlA in general: 
What component of the grammar decides which constituents determine the 
agreeing morphology of an adjective or a verb and how this decision is made. 
The data presented above suggest that two constituents can determine this 
agreement: ConjP as a whole and its first conjunct. As will become evident 
below, it is crucial that the mechanism of agreement be a syntactic one and 
that the choice of the Goal be made in syntax. 

As standardly assumed, Agree is established by an unvalued feature, i.e., 
a Probe, which selects another instance of a matching and valued feature, i.e., 
a Goal, to agree with. The Goal selected is the most local Goal available in 
the Probe’s c-command domain. Sometimes it is possible for syntax to pro-
vide a configuration where two Goals are equally available for one and the 
same Probe. Van Koppen (2005) exploits the idea of two equally local Goals in 
accounting for complementizer agreement in some varieties of Dutch. These 
complementizers are able to agree with both Goals in a configuration similar 
to that depicted in Diagram 3b above; i.e., they can enter FCA with Goal 2 
or PlA with Goal 1. As pointed out by van Koppen (2005: 14), it follows from 
the definition of Agree in Chomsky 2000 that two Goals are equally local 

 (i) b. Oni  su  prava  slika  i  prilika  njihovog
   they  aux3PL  trueF.SG  imageF.SG and  figureF.SG hisM.SG.GEN
   oca.
   fatherM.SG.GEN
   ‘They are the spitting image of their father.’
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with respect to a Probe if the Probe c-commands them and if the same set 
of nodes c-commands both Goals. The Probe has unvalued phi-features (the 
AP’s and the participle’s gender and number in Diagrams 3a–b) and seeks 
a Goal with the same type of features, only valued. In our case, the Probe 
finds two equally available matching Goals: ConjP (Goal 1) and NP1 (Goal 2). 
Goal 1 will be specified for number (as plural), but its gender feature will be 
undetermined if the two coordinated nouns are different in gender. In this 
situation the feature bundle of ConjP will be [plural, no-value-for-gender]. 
NP1 or Goal 2 will always have values for number and gender; e.g., [sg., fem.]. 
Therefore, although the two Goals are equally matching and local, they will 
be different in the values of their feature sets. Departing from Begović and 
Aljović (2015), we believe that this difference cannot prevent the Probe from 
agreeing with either Goal in syntax. When an adjectival or verbal Probe iden-
tifies two matching and equally local Goals in its c-command domain, we 
claim that it is able to choose either Goal to agree with and value its unvalued 
phi-features. Crucially, it selects one Goal and not two. In the model proposed 
by van Koppen (2005), a Probe is allowed to agree simultaneously with both 
Goals, and the syntax creates two feature bundles on the Probe, which arrive 
in PF. Van Koppen argues on the basis of the agreement possibilities of Dutch 
complementizers that the morphological (postsyntactic) component deter-
mines which of the feature bundles will be targeted by Vocabulary Insertion. 
In the spirit of Distributed Morphology’s Subset Principle for Vocabulary In-
sertion (Halle 1997), the item (affix) matching the greatest number of features 
specified in the terminal morpheme will be inserted, i.e., morphology always 
chooses a specific affix over an elsewhere affix when faced with the possibility 
of a choice. Returning to FCA and PlA in BCS, we argue that simultaneous 
Agree with both Goals cannot be supported in BCS and that languages can 
vary in the way their Probes deal with two-Goal configurations and choices. 
The data in Set II, such as (14), show that both PlA and FCA have an impact on 
LF (PlA allows the satisfaction of a semantic requirement, while FCA prevents 
it) and therefore must arise in narrow syntax. The contrast between (14c) and 
(14d) is repeated below.

 (21) a. međusobno zavađeni dekanesa i
   with-each-other  quarrellingM.PL deanF.SG and 
   professor PlA (14c)
   professorM.SG

   ‘the dean and professor in conflict with each other’
  b. *međusobno zavađena  dekanesa i
   *with-each-other  quarrellingF.SG deanF.SG and 
   professor *FCA (14d)
   professorM.SG
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Given their LF impact, we conclude that in BCS neither pattern results 
from a choice made by morphology after narrow syntax. Instead, we adopt 
the null hypothesis that the Probe can indiscriminately choose either (match-
ing) Goal to agree with and that its unvalued phi-features act together. This 
view is consistent with the free variation of verbal-agreement patterns and 
is capable of deriving all acceptable FCA and PlA patterns we have seen in 
Sets I–IV. However, it seems to run into problems with adjectival FCA, which 
cannot be freely replaced by PlA, as shown by the ill-formed examples in the 
Set I and Set III data. We now turn to accounting for unacceptable agreement 
patterns. 

4.2. Accounting for Agreement Failure

The one-Probe-two-Goals approach adopted above predicts that all cases of 
FCA and PlA should be well formed. However, the data in Sets I and III con-
tain cases of ill-formed FCA and PlA. If not semantically motivated, adjectival 
PlA is judged as unacceptable (22a–b)—the question is what makes FCA better 
than PlA in (22a). Nevertheless, FCA failure in (22b) is unexpected given that 
it cannot be correlated with a semantic requirement, as in (21b). Given that the 
number mismatch of the conjuncts in (22b) can be correlated with the deg-
radation of FCA, while at the same time the second conjunct in Diagrams 3a 
and 3b cannot participate in the Agree relation since it cannot be reached by 
the Probe, we conclude that FCA failure in (22b) is not caused by Agree, i.e., 
in syntax.

 (22) a. Koja/ *koji  djevojka  i  mladić… FCA/*PlA
   whichF.SG/ *whichM.SG girlF.SG and  boyM.SG (11a, b)
  b. *Vesela/ *veseli  balerina i poštari… *FCA/*PlA 
   *joyfulF.SG/ *joyfulM.PL ballerinaF.SG and postmenM.PL (15b)

We claim that the failure of FCA in (22b) is determined by morphologi-
cal factors. The degraded status of FCA in (22b) is a matter of gradience: our 
informants were not equally sensitive to the difference in number of the two 
conjuncts while using FCA (most reject it, and a few judge it marginally ac-
ceptable). FCA is an agreement pattern that implies not respecting number 
resolution rules. Remember that the number resolution rule for BCS imposes 
plural agreement with all conjunction phrases, Sg+Sg, Sg+Pl/Pl+Sg, and Pl+Pl 
combinations. Our data show that the number-resolution rules can be dis-
obeyed in Sg+Sg combinations (PFCA in the data) and that speakers become 
less tolerant of the disobeyed rules in Sg+Pl combinations (degraded FCA in 
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the data).19 In contrast, PlA (resolution agreement) on adjectives when they 
agree with Sg+Sg and Sg+Pl ConjPs is equally degraded. These observations 
raise the following question: What makes speakers (of BCS) more tolerant of 
the disobeyed number resolution with adjectival agreement (i.e., of adjectival 
FCA) with Sg+Sg conjuncts than with Sg+Pl conjuncts? We believe that the 
answer to this question lies in the morphology and the features of Vocabu-
lary Items representing agreement morphemes. Begović and Aljović (2015) ac-
count for FCA failure in terms of the lack of morphological harmony between 
Vocabulary Items within a given (morphological) domain. We propose to ac-
count for both degraded FCA and PlA on adjectives in terms of the same idea, 
using a more precise definition based on the concept of Vocabulary Insertion 
(in the sense of Distributed Morphology, Halle 1997, Halle and Marantz 1994, 
Harley and Noyer 1999) as well as the concept of feature instances linked by 
Agree (Pesetsky and Torrego 2007).

 (23) Vocabulary Items Feature Harmony (VIFH)
  I Harmony holds between features of Vocabulary Items realizing a 

feature’s multiple instances which appear in a link of case-feature 
instances. 

  II  Features are harmonious when their values are identical.

In the model of Agree proposed by Pesetsky and Torrego (2007), Agree 
creates a permanent link between a Probe and a Goal (their features), which 
“remains accessible to subsequent processes,” i.e., the Probe-Goal relation is 
not forgotten after being created by syntax but remains visible. Furthermore, 
an Agree relation results in a feature (value) which is shared in two positions 
(the Probe’s position and the Goal’s position); such a feature-position pair is 
referred to as a feature instance. A feature occurrence is a feature that has not 
undergone Agree. We assume that a feature link (i.e., instances of a shared fea-
ture) is accessible for Vocabulary Insertion (i.e., visible on Vocabulary Items) 
and plays a crucial role in making feature harmony relevant. The definition in 
(23) states that the Vocabulary Items realizing instances of a shared phi-fea-
ture are expected to be in harmony and that they are in harmony when they 
have identical feature values. VIFH also states that Vocabulary Items (VI) are 
expected to be in harmony when they are marked for the same morphological 

19 Number-resolution agreement in plural is obligatory for the Pl+Sg orders, too. We 
were focused on testing singular FCA and did not test agreement with this order, 
but it seems that FCA (this time in plural, since the first conjunct is plural) is not de-
graded, at least with nonanimate nouns (Čije knjige i kompas nisu pronađeni? ‘WhoseF.PL  
booksF.PL and compassM.SG have not been foundM.PL?’). A plausible explanation of 
this would be that the plural FCA and the plural resolution agreement overlap in this 
case. 
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case. This is necessary to exclude the possibility of nouns embedded within 
the conjuncts (and constitu ents agreeing with them) to be affected by VIFH. 
The configuration in (24) illustrates a configuration of features and Vocabu-
lary Items involved in VIFH. Instances of a shared feature are shown within 
brackets (fem. sg. on stara and kuća, and Nominative on all VIs). If a feature 
does not have instances, it has not been shared (is not agreeing), i.e., it is a 
feature occurrence (fem. sg. on štala). The nominative-case feature is assumed 
to be shared on all the elements present in this ConjP (noun heads and the 
agreeing adjective).

 (24)  star -a kuć -a i štal -a (=12a)
  phi-features  [Fsg  Fsg]   [Fsg]
  Case   [Nom  Nom   Nom]

The instances of fem. sg. shared by the adjective and the first conjunct are 
recognized as a link created in the syntax and accessible to the morphology. 
VIFH is triggered by this link. The feature occurrence [fem. sg.] on štal-a is 
treated as a feature instance, i.e., it is included in feature harmony since it is 
marked for the same morphological case. To put it intuitively, the definition 
of VIFH in terms of feature instances reflects the fact that there is nothing 
problematic about coordinating nouns with all imaginable mismatches in 
phi-features, but problems may arise if the coordination is preceded by an 
agreeing adjective. This is when feature harmony becomes relevant. Crucially, 
the harmony requirement affects the adjectival exponent and the exponent of 
the noun with which the adjective agrees but not the exponents on the two co-
ordinated nouns, which do not agree. VIFH is trivially satisfied inside a noun 
phrase with an attributive adjective which agrees with a single noun, where 
the adjectival VI will be in harmony with the nominal VI (e.g., crveni šalovi 
‘redM.PL scarvesM.PL’). What may cause problems is the presence in the noun 
phrase of another noun marked for the same morphological case but not in an 
agreement relation with the adjective-noun sequence preceding it. It is quite 
possible that the adjectival exponent will not be in harmony with the expo-
nent on the second conjunct. Similarly, a plural-agreeing attributive adjective 
will also degrade feature harmony according to VIFH. Since the filter recog-
nizes VIs only, it will recognize nonharmonious number values on the adjec-
tive and the first conjunct (although the adjective agrees with ConjP). VIFH is 
an attempt to formalize an intuition about the degraded patterns of adjectival 
FCA and PlA in Set III, that these are in fact cases of ineffable structures. It 
works as a filter. A sequence of VIs may happen to be feature harmonious, 
but there is no mechanism to repair them if they are not. In Table 1, opposite, 
we illustrate four configurations of harmony between VIs and their variable 
acceptability. The example in line 3 represents the Set III data. 
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Cases of perfect harmony, as in (12a), are accepted without hesitation. 
Many of our informants judged the harmony in line 2 satisfactory no matter 
what the prenominal adjective is and even though the harmony is not perfect 
(due to a gender mismatch between the conjuncts). Most informants judged 
the harmony in line 3 unsatisfactory (a few judged it marginal with nonani-
mate nouns, while all judged it unsatisfactory with animate nouns).20 The dif-
ference between lines 2 and 3 is in the number feature of the second conjunct. 
This is where we observed a sharp decline in FCA’s acceptability. The contrast 
between line 2 and line 3 leads us to conclude that a nonharmonious number 
feature gives rise to greater unacceptability than the absence of harmony in 

20 A couple of our informants judged the harmony of the elements in line 2 as satisfac-
tory only with certain adjectival elements (e.g., koji ‘which’, svaki ‘every’). We are aware 
that many factors, among them the type of adjective in the shared position, animacy, 
or the Pl+Sg order of conjuncts (see fn. 19), can additionally influence the acceptability 
of agreement patterns. Experimental testing of speakers’ judgments with a greater 
number of informants could shed more light on the intricate nature of various factors 
of intra- and interspeaker variation in FCA acceptability. 

}
}
}
}

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

Table 1. Harmonious and Nonharmonious Sequences

Adjective 
(Probe)

NP1 
(Goal2)

NP2

1. F 
sg. 

Nom 
Harmonious

F
sg.
Nom

Harmonious
F
sg.
Nom

P

(12a) star-a kuć-a štal-a
2. F

sg.
Nom

Harmonious
F
sg.
Nom

X
M
sg.
Nom

%

(11c) %lijepa-a djevojk-a mladić-Ø
3. F

sg.
Nom

Harmonious
F
sg.
Nom

X
M
pl.
Nom

?*

(15b) *vesel-a balerin-a poštar-i
4. F

pl.
Nom

X
F
sg.
Nom

X
F
sg.
Nom

*

(12b) *star-e kuć-a štal-a
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gender alone.21 In line 4 we illustrate the clearest case of unacceptable agree-
ment (for all our informants) where harmony is absent between the first two 
VIs. Technically, these two VIs do not stand for instances of a shared feature, 
i.e., the plural-agreeing adjective agrees with ConjP not with the first conjunct. 
Still, we claim that VIFH is able to identify the adjectival VI and the VIs of the 
conjuncts as feature instances (as if involved in an agreement relation in syn-
tax), given that they are all linked by morphological case and given that at the 
point of Vocabulary Insertion the feature instance corresponding to ConjP has 
not materialized as a VI, while the features of both conjuncts have. 

Summarizing the analysis so far, we are able to derive FCA and PlA in 
syntax and with the definition of morphological harmony in (23) we are able 
to account for the unacceptable FCA and PlA (in Sets I and III). This is caused 
by the absence of feature harmony between agreement exponents. The only 
possibility for adjectival PlA to override VIFH is when it is required semanti-
cally (see (21a–b) and the Set II data).

We now turn to the examples in Set Ic, repeated in (25a–b), which provide 
additional evidence for a post-syntactic mechan ism governing the acceptabil-
ity of FCA and PlA patterns. 

 (25) a. kineska  vaza  i  klatna FCA (13a)
   ChineseF.SG/N.PL  vaseF.SG and  pendulumsN.PL

  b. *kineski  vaza  i  klatna *PlA (13b)
   *ChineseM.SG vaseF.SG and  pendulumsN.PL

The pair in (25a–b) supports VIFH by showing that Vocabulary Items them-
selves are involved in it. The well-formed FCA in (25a) is unexpected knowing 
that the structure of this example is identical to the ill-formed FCA in (21b), 
(15b), and Line 3 in Table 1 above: ConjP involves a singular and a plural noun. 
It would be impossible to account for FCA in (25a), (21b), and (15b) if syntactic 
agreement were the only mechanism for this agreement pattern. It is not even 
sufficient to propose that terminal nodes/feature bundles created by syntactic 
(agreement) operations are subject to feature harmony. Clearly, Vocabulary 
Items themselves are involved. FCA in (25a) is acceptable because the adjec-
tival exponent (-a) is syncretic for [fem. sg. nom.] and [neut. pl. nom.] feature 
combinations, and as such it is in harmony with both nominal exponents at 
the same time. 

Having developed our proposal for dealing with the data in Sets I, II, 
and III, we turn now to the contrast between verbal and adjectival FCA/PlA 
illustrated in Set IV.

21 This difference in the status of the two features seems to reflect the feature hi-
erarchy proposed by Noyer (1992), according to which gender is ranked lower than 
number.
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5. Adjectival vs. Verbal Probe

Concerning verbal agreement with a ConjP, a violation of VIFH occurs only 
when a verb agrees in singular (FCA) with a Sg+Pl ConjP (compare the ac-
ceptable agreement patterns in (26a–c) with the ungrammatical one in (28a)). 
As for attributive-adjective agreement, VIFH is violated (i) when an adjective 
agrees in plural with Sg+Sg and Sg+Pl ConjP, and (ii) when an adjective agrees 
in singular (FCA) with a Sg+Pl ConjP (compare the only acceptable pattern in 
(27b) with the unacceptable ones in (27a, c) and (28b)). 

 (26) a. Kroz rupu  su prošli  jazavac i mačka.
   through hole  aux3PL passedM.PL  badgerM.SG and  catF.SG 

 PlA, Sg+Sg
  b. Kroz rupu  je prošao  jazavac i mačka.
   through hole  aux3SG passedM.SG badgerM.SG and  catF.SG 

 FCA, Sg+Sg
  c. Kroz rupu  su prošli  jazavac i mačke.
   through hole  aux3PL passedM.PL badgerM.SG and  catsF.PL 

  PlA, Sg+Pl (17b)

 (27) a. *koji djevojka i mladić *PlA, Sg+Sg (16b)
   *whichM.PL girlF.SG  and  boyM.SG

  b. koja  djevojka  i  mladić FCA, Sg+Sg (16a)
   whichF.SG girlF.SG and  boyM.SG

  c. *veliki torba  i koferi *PlA, Sg+Pl (15a)
   *bigM.PL bagsF.SG and  suitcasesM.PL

 (28) a. *Kroz rupu  je prošao  jazavac i mačke.
   *through hole  aux3SG passedM.SG badgerM.SG and  catsF.PL 

 *FCA, Sg+Pl (17a)
  b. ?*velika  torba  i  koferi *FCA, Sg+Pl (15a)
   ?*bigF.SG bagsF.SG and suitcasesM.PL

This difference between verbs and adjectives does not seem to be a categorial 
one. This is suggested by the behavior of participles used as NP modifiers, 
which behave exactly like other adjectives. Compare (29a) and (29b).

 (29) a. uplašena djevojčica  i  dječak FCA
   frightenedF.SG girlF.SG and  boyM.SG

  b. *uplašeni  djevojčica  i  dječak *PlA
   *frightenedM.PL girlF.SG and  boyM.SG
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The contrast in the behavior of the participles in (29b) and (26a) reveals 
that a nominal environment makes the participle behave differently. Inter-
estingly, ordinary adjectives behave like verbs when used predicatively, as 
shown in (30a–b).

 (30) a. Vidljiva je  Evropa  i  Sredozemlje,  a
   visibleF.SG is EuropeF.SG and  MediterraneanN.SG but
   nevidljiva Azija  i  Sjeverni pol.
   invisibleF.SG AsiaF.SG and  North poleM.SG

  b. Vidljivi  su  Evropa  i  Sredozemlje, a 
   visibleM.PL are EuropeF.SG and  MediterraneanN.SG but
   nevidljivi Azija  i  Sjeverni pol.
   invisibleM.PL AsiaF.SG and  North poleM.SG

   ‘Europe and the Mediterranean are visible, but Asia and the 
North Pole are not.’

An element which defines the difference between NP-external and NP-in-
ternal environments is morphological case (at least in languages like BCS), to 
which we refer in the definition of VIFH in (23). We assume that items like the 
head noun and any agreeing head within its NP (adjectival, in principle) have 
a morphological case feature. All case features of adjectives/participles inside 
NP, together with the case feature of the head noun (which presumably perco-
lates to the topmost maximal projection of NP) will become instances of a sin-
gle shared morphological case feature (in the sense of Pesetsky and Torrego 
2007) as the result of an Agree relation and valuation. The implications for 
VIFH and both patterns of agreement if a phi-Probe (i.e., the corresponding 
VI) is inside or outside a morphological case domain are represented schemat-
ically in Table 2, opposite. 

The morphological-case domain is indicated by brackets. The difference 
between the verbal Probe in line 2 and the adjectival Probe in line 4 is in their 
position with respect to the morphological-case domain. The first is outside, 
the second is inside. When these Probes agree in plural, VIFH is not applica-
ble to the former, only to the latter. In other words, PlA on a predicate is not 
subject to VIFH; PlA on an attributive adjective is. This is the core difference 
between the two Probes and the VIs realizing their features. We are aware 
that we are merely stating a correlation between the possibility of having PlA 
on predicates and attributive adjectives and the morphological-case domain. 
The correlation is supported by the data, although we do not quite understand 
why the correlation should hold. However, it seems useful for predicting vari-
ation across speakers of a single language and possibly between languages. 
For example, as we pointed out in fns. 12–13, some of our informants treat 
the verbal VI in line 2 of Table 2 in the same way as the adjectival VI in line 
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4—namely, as subject to VIFH. For those speakers, the portion of VIFH’s defi-
nition that states “which appear in a link of case-feature instances” is not rel-
evant. This variation suggests that instances of FCA, i.e., agreement patterns 
overriding resolution agreement rules in other languages, need not necessar-
ily be subject to VIFH(-like) filters constrained or defined in the same way as 
the VIFH we propose for BCS. Similar morphological filters might be related 
to or even be a consequence of other morphological properties and features in 
a particular language. 

Lines 1b and 3b of Table 2 pose a potential problem for this view. Note that 
in line 1b feature harmony is taken to be violated (by the second conjunct’s VI 
not being in harmony with the adjectival VI), which explains the unaccept-
ability of FCA, as in (28a). The same explanation holds for the unacceptable 
FCA in line 3b, as in (28b). If the verbal VIs in lines 1a–b and 2 are outside the 
morphological case domain, we do not expect violations of VIFH, contrary to 
the situation in line 1b. We explain this apparent contradiction between lines 
1b and 2 by assuming that at the point of Vocabulary Insertion VIFH is able 
to recognize the sequence of fem.sg.(verb)–fem.sg.(noun1) as two feature in-
stances being in harmony. Since feature harmony is identified, any following 
VI marked for the same morphological case is expected to be in harmony with 
the first two VIs. The sequence of VIs in line 2, masc.pl.(verb)–fem.sg.(noun1), 

Table 2. NP-External and NP-Internal Agreement Patterns

Probe NP1 NP2 VIFH Pattern

phi- 
Features 1. F.SG 

(verb)

a. [F.SG M.SG] P
FCA 
(Goal2=NP1)

b. [F.SG M.PL] * FCA 
(Goal2=NP1)

2. M.PL 
(verb) [F.SG M.SG/PL] NA PlA 

(Goal1=ConjP)
MORPH. CASE [ ]

phi- 
Features 3. F.SG 

(adj.)

a. [F.SG M.SG] P
FCA 
(Goal2=NP1)

b. [F.SG M.PL] * FCA 
(Goal2=NP1)

4. M.PL 
(adj.) [F.SG M.SG/PL] * PlA 

(Goal1=ConjP)
MORPH.
CASE

[ ]
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is not identified as being in harmony, which is not problematic in this case: 
VIFH does not apply since the VI corresponding to the Probe is outside the 
relevant morphological-case domain.

Conclusion

Adopting a Distributed Morphology perspective and standard minimalist 
assumptions about the Agree relation, we have proposed a morphosyntac-
tic account of agreement arising in verbs and adjectives when agreeing with 
conjunct phrases. Two agreement patterns emerge in these configurations: 
first-conjunct agreement and (default) masculine plural agreement. We have 
shown that their distribution can result from the syntactic Agree relation 
combined with a morphological filter based on feature harmony between 
Vocabulary Items—VIFH. The crucial part of our syntactic mechanism is the 
one-Probe-two-Goals approach, which enables us to derive both the first-con-
junct pattern and the plural (resolution) pattern in the syntax and thus to ex-
plain the fact that both agreement patterns produce effects at LF. We have also 
argued that the complete distribution of the two agreement patterns cannot 
be captured by a syntactic mechanism alone, which motivated us to propose 
VIFH. We have argued that in BCS this morphological filter is tightly related 
to morphological case in the sense that any agreement exponent on the Probe 
is sensitive to VIFH if inside a domain determined by morphological case. 
This view allows us to understand the distribution of plural agreement on 
attributive adjectives, which we argue is filtered out by VIFH as nonharmo-
nious. Plural agreement on verbs (and predicates in general) is not filtered 
out in the same way since verbs are outside a morphological case domain. 
We have also used VIFH to explain why first-conjunct agreement fails when 
nothing in the syntactic derivation should prevent it. The reason is degraded 
feature harmony caused by the exponent of the second conjunct noun. Fur-
ther confirmation of a morphological mechanism governing first-conjunct 
agreement is provided by syncretic morphological exponents which are able 
to save first-conjunct agreement from failure by their ability to be in harmony 
with the exponents on both conjunct nouns simultaneously, even if the nouns 
differ in their number features. 
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